
Fresh Vac® 

Modified Atmosphere 

Packaging Machine 

Applications 

Bulk Transfer 

Sub Primals 

Pork Loins, Hams, Bellies 

Grinds 

Bulk Cheese 

Produce 

Cereal 

Industrial Powders 

Metal Parts 

Plastic Bottle Barrier Pre-forms 

Product Holding 

Stick Pepperoni 

Salami 

Deli Meat Logs 

Snacks 

Advantages 

Shelf life extension. 

Reduced labor cost 

Reduced floor space 

Reduced risk of contamination 

Sealed, tamper evident package 

No bottle necks because of different 
SKU’s 

Reduced Packaging Cost 

CVP A-200 Overhead  and Floor Bin Machine 

Modified atmosphere packaging since  19721972  

2518 Wisconsin Avenue 

Downers Grove, Il 

60515 

USA 

Phone: 630 852 1190 

Fax: 630 852 1386 

E-mail: 

sales@cvpsystems.com 

Contact: 

Chris van Wandelen  

at 

630-235-2021 

cvanwandelen@cvpsystems.com 

   

for more information  

And a video of the CVP A-200 

Overhead  

visit our website at  

WWW.CVPSYSTEMS.COM 

 

 

 

 

 

  




CVP A-200 Overhead and 

Floor-mounted  Bin  Machine 



 

 Design Features 

Hygienic Design - Clean-in-place system for in-

ternal cleaning. External wash-down capability. 
Stainless steel snorkels 

Reproducible Results - All manifold sizes 

equipped with positive vacuum gas seal design to 
prevent snorkel leak back. PLC controls for multi-
ple cycles and consistently low residual O2. Built-
in multiple cycles for custom applications. Self 
contained vacuum pump 

Operator Safety-Dual electronic finger swipe 

start buttons 

Seal Integrity - Digital temperature controls with 

chisel point seal bar.  Standard bag stretchers 
eliminate wrinkles ensuring consistent seals.  
Choice of impulse wire or hot bar sealing sys-
tems.  Seal only feature allows operator to put a 
second seal or bag for added integrity. 

 Flexibility– Specific option  packages  for a wide 

range of applications for overhead mounting sys-
tems.  Gas accumulator tank sized to packaging 
requirements, dwell time frequency for product 
respiration, floating machine head for random fill 
levels and bin sizes. 

Custom options-Sealing manifolds in 100” (254 

cm), 70” (178 cm) and 57” (145 cm) Vacuum 
pump and filters for wet and dry applications.  
Embossing date coders. 

PLC Controls-PLC controls provide a wide range 

of functional settings. 

 Floor Mounted Design is also available is also 

available for low ceiling height plants. 

CE Approved 


